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Kii Audio SEVEN

In a groundbreaking leap for audio enthusiasts, music lovers, and tech-savvy

consumers, Kii Audio introduces the highly anticipated Kii SEVEN Wireless Music

System. With a scheduled release date of Winter 2023, the Kii SEVEN promises to

redefine the landscape of sound quality and smart functionality. The Kii SEVEN

Wireless Music System is not just a product; it's a testament to our unwavering

commitment to innovation and excellence. Kii Audio understands that the choice

between premium sound and smart features has been a dilemma for many, and

that's precisely why we've designed the Kii SEVEN to offer the best of both worlds.

At its core, the Kii SEVEN celebrates uncompromised sound quality. Crafted with

meticulous attention to detail, it delivers audiophile-grade audio that resonates with

the soul of music. Each note, each chord, and each whisper of sound is faithfully

reproduced, enveloping listeners in a captivating auditory experience that is true to

the artist's intent. The Kii SEVEN does not stop there. Embracing the technological

advancements of the modern era, it seamlessly integrates with mobile devices,

allowing users to access an array of rich features effortlessly. From streaming your

favorite playlists to controlling playback across multiple rooms, the Kii SEVEN

empowers users with a level of convenience that only smart technology can offer.
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Its ability to harmoniously blend high-fidelity sound with cutting-edge smart

capabilities sets the Kii SEVEN apart. Unlike conventional smart speakers, which

often compromise sound quality for added functionality, the Kii SEVEN is a cardioid

speaker at its foundation. Due to its directional dispersion, it eliminates much of the

negative influence of the listening room. By precisely utilizing Active Wave Focusing

and Cardioid Dispersion, the result is a speaker that boasts pristine audio

reproduction and extensive smart features, transforming how we interact with our

music, podcasts, video content, and living spaces.

The aesthetics of the Kii SEVEN are an embodiment of modern elegance. Its sleek

and sophisticated design seamlessly fits into any living space, indicating that style

and substance can coexist harmoniously. Its features, fit, and finish testify to the

meticulous craftsmanship and attention to detail in every Kii SEVEN design and

functionality aspect.

One of the most remarkable features of the Kii SEVEN is its versatility. Utilizing the

innovative Kii HOME App, experience a level of control that provides the pinnacle of

innovation. Whether you start with just a single Kii SEVEN in your home or opt for a

dozen, the technology is here to assist you in meticulously curating your perfect

acoustic settings, allowing you to immerse yourself in personalized audio realms by

supporting up to twelve separate zones throughout your home. The Kii SEVEN and
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the Kii HOME app redefine how we engage with our living spaces, creating an

atmosphere that transcends the ordinary.

Prices:

EUR € 3.795,00 - per speaker

GBP £ 3.495,00 - per speaker

USD $ 3.895,00 - per speaker

www.kiiaudio.com
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